COURSES FOR NEUROSCIENCE MAJORS AT THE DUKE MARINE LAB
updated 2/11/15

Pre-/Co-Requisites
BIOLOGY 201LA. Gateway to Biology: Molecular Biology. NS, STS. Fall, Spring, Summer I
BIOLOGY 202LA Gateway to Biology: Genetics & Evolution. Fall, Spring
BIOLOGY 373LA./ Sensory Physiology and Behavior of Marine Animals. Fall, Spring
Neuroscience 381LA. NS, R, W.

Physics 141LA. General Physics I. NS. Fall, Summer I
Physics 142LA. General Physics II. NS. Summer II

Allied Electives*
ENVIRON 280LA. Intro. to Marine Bioacoustics. NS, STS, R. Fall
BIOLOGY 278LA. Comparative Physiology of Marine Animals. NS, R, W. Fall, Spring, Summer

*Plus additional courses approved by the Neuroscience Director of Undergraduate Studies.

All Duke students are accepted at the Duke Marine Lab. Financial aid is fully portable.

For more information (252) 504-7502 or ml_enrollment@nicholas.duke.edu

www.dukemarinelab.net